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ABSTRACT

A data processing system includes a planar board hav
ing a central processing unit (CPU), a main memory
unit, and input/output (I/O) sockets or slots, each
adapted to receive a selected one of a plurality of differ
ent and/or similar option cards. each card contains (or
is connected to) and controls a respective peripheral
device; and each card is pre-wired with an ID value
corresponding to its card type. Software programmable
option registers on each card store parameters such as
designated default (or alternate) address information,
priority levels, and other system resource parameters. A
setup routine, during initial power-on, retrieves and
stores the appropriate parameters in the I/O cards and
also in slot positions in main memory, one position being
assigned to each slot on the board. Each slot position is

adapted to hold the parameters associated with the card
inserted in its respective slot and the card ID value.
That portion of main memory containing the slot posi
tions is adapted to maintain the parameter and ID infor
mation by means of battery power when system power
fails or is disconnected, i.e., a nonvolatile memory por
tion. Subsequent power-on routines are simplified by
merely transferring parameters from the table to the
card option registers if the status of all the slots has not
changed since the last power-down, system reset, or
channel reset.

18 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
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COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH AUTOMATIC
INTIALIZATION OF PLUGGABLE OPTION
CARDS
5

This is a continuation of co-pending application Ser.
No. 07/021,391 filed on 03/13/87, now abandoned.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Users of smaller computer systems typically do not 10
have sophisticated programming skills, and user-trans
parent programmable parameter switches have been
suggested to simplify configuration of the systems to the
user's needs. However, the routines that are required to 15
so configure such systems are complex, error prone, and
time consuming. It is an objective of the present in
provement to substantially reduce the time delay expe
rienced by a user before he can do productive work on
the system upon re-powering or resetting of the system
after a power-down, so long as no cards are changed in, 20

added to, or removed from the slots.

FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the pres
ent improvement in the form of an integrated circuit
desktop type computer system featuring user-transpar

ent establishment of addressing and other variable sys
tem resource parameters for attached peripheral op
tions. Thus the user is not burdened with having to set
dip switches, follow complex setup procedures, etc.
System resource conflicts are reduced or eliminated by
reassigning of parameters. Other parameters include
priority levels and a state bit which allows for coexis
tence of two identical option attachments.
System board 1 contains plural sockets or slots 2-0 to
2-7 into which I/O option cards 5-0 to 5-7 may be inter

changeably plugged. These cards control various types

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In the improved system, each card type is provided a
unique ID, which value is hardwired on each card. A 25
register is also provided on the card to store parameter
data such as an address factor (to programmably change
the I/O address space of the card where required),
priority, status, and other system information providing
for the efficient transfer of data between the system 30
processor and the card, and between cards.
When two or more of the same card type are used in
the system, parameter data may be used to permit use of
the cards at different priority levels or to render redun 35
dant cards inactive.
One portion of main memory is provided with battery
backup to power that portion when system power fails

or is turned off. Positions in this nonvolatile portion of
memory are provided (one for each I/O slot) to store
the ID values of the cards inserted in the respective 40
slots together with the respective card parameter data.
When the system is first configured and initialized, a
complex routine is executed to create and/or fetch all of
the parameter data required for the cards attached to
the system, to resolve system resource conflicts and to 45
store the data into the appropriate card registers and the
memory slot positions.

However, if after a power-down, no change is made
in the cards attached to the slots or in the slot positions 50
of the cards, a simplified setup routine determines that
no change has been made by comparing each card ID
with the ID value stored in the respective slot position.
Then the routine transfers the parameter data from the
memory slot positions to the respective card registers;
55
and the system is ready for normal operation.
After the system is configured and initialized, a feed
back line is provided to signal the use of the select

mechanism during normal operation. Routines are in
voked to check the response of each card to given select
resources to detect duplicate use of a select resource.
These and other features of the present improvement
will be apparent from the following detailed description
and accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary block diagram of the im
proved system;
FIG. 2 illustrates the bus structure;
FIG. 3 show certain of the logic utilized by the setup
routines;

2

FIG. 4 shows timings for certain of the logic of FIG.
3;
FIG. 5 shows logic utilized by test routines to check
the proper selection of an I/O card; and
FIGS. 6 and 7 are flowcharts which illustrate briefly
the setup routines used in the present system.

of peripheral devices (disk drives, printers, etc.) and
add-on memory which are either integrally contained
on respective cards or attached thereto via external
connectors, not shown. Board 1 also contains elements
of the central processing system, including a central
processor unit (CPU) 8, random access memory (RAM)
main memory modules 9, 10, 11, direct memory access
(DMA) controls 12, timing controls 13, slot address
decoder 14, whose function is described below, other
logical elements not relevant to the present discussion
indicated collectively at 15, power supply 16, and bus
17 which links the central processing elements with
each other and with attached peripherals. Darkened
portions of the bus represent plural address lines 17b,
data lines 17c, and control lines 17a (FIG. 2).

A feature hereof is that slots 2-0 to 2-7 can be ad

dressed by 'slot address' signals on the address lines of
bus 17 during setup routines, and cards residing in the
slots can be separately addressed by "I/O address'
signals on the address lines during normal program
execution; where the slot addresses and I/O addresses
are distinctly different values associated respectively
with physical locations of the sockets and with the types
of devices currently attached. Many different types of
devices are each potentially attachable to any one of the
few sockets of the system.
One of the memory modules, module 10 in the illus
tration, is nonvolatile, and stores information relative to
each of the slots 2-0 to 2-7 and its associated card when

the system is powered down. This module for example,
may consist of an array of capacitive storage circuits,

i.e., known complimentary metal-oxide silicon (CMOS)
type semiconductor circuits, configured to operate
under system power while the system is powered up
and under battery power 18 in the absence of system.
power. Within this module, a separately addressable

space is allocated to each slot, for storing certain infor
mation relative to the slot. As shown, this information

includes an identity value ID, an addressing factor AD,
a priority value PR, a state bit S, and other information
O.

A feature to be described is the use of this information
65

in the nonvolatile memory to speed up initialization
(FIG. 7) of the system when the slot configuration has
not changed since the last power-down, and thereby
reduce the time the user has to wait to begin useful

3
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applications after operating the system power-on
switch, not shown, or after system or channel reset.
This difference in complexity and number of steps re
quired is illustrated by FIGS. 6 (initialization) and 7
5
(POST).
Details of card 5-7 are indicated as representative of
the relevant logical organizations of all cards to the
extent required for describing the present improvement.
Driver circuits 20 are pre-wired at manufacture, and
under conditions described below transmit a set of iden 10
tity signals ID which uniquely identify that card type
and its respective peripheral device.
Register 21 stores parameter information for control
ling communications between the card and the system,
including the address factor AD, the priority value PR, 15
the state bit S, and other information O described with
respect to module 10. This information is set by the
central system during power-up initialization (FIG. 6).
A feature of the system is that, if slot conditions have
not changed since the last power-down of the system, 20
the information is simply transferred to register 21 from
the nonvolatile memory 10 in a relatively fast operation
(FIG. 7), whereas if slot conditions have changed the
system is required to perform a lengthy program pro
cess (FIG. 6) to retrieve and/or develop some or all of 25
the information and then transfer it to both memory 10
and the card register 21.
Control logic 22 and decode logic 23 control re
sponse of the card 5-7 to I/O addresses appearing on
bus 17. When power is applied to the system, the cards
are addressable initially only through their sockets, and
a portion of the address bus. But after the power-up
process, the value AD in register 21 controls decoder 23

30

35

and state bit S in conjunction with control logic 22

the decoder 23 and logic 22 detect an I/O address is
shown and described in Interfacing to the IBM Personal
Computer by L. Eggebrecht published 1983 at pages
130, 131.

the respective card for storage in its register 21. If the
indication represents a non-matching comparison, and if
the transmitted ID indicates that the respective slot
contains a card, the processor 8 uses the transmitted ID
and information gleaned from the other slots to retrieve
and/or develop new AD, PR, S, and O values for the
respective card using files describing card resource
requirements and alternatives. After all card values are
established, the values for each card are transferred in
sequence first to the respective slot location in memory
10 and subsequently to the respective card register 21.
Mismatching comparisons occur when the state of
the interrogated socket has been altered. The ID value
stored in memory 10 relative to a socket which was
vacant at last power-down is FFFF, and the ID value
stored relative to a previously occupied socket is that of
the card last occupying that slot. Thus, if a card is in
stalled into a previously vacant slot or substituted for a
card having a different ID, a mismatching comparison
will occur causing the system to retrieve and/or de

velop new AD, PR, S, and O values for the responding
card.

As noted above, the system cannot deal with mis
matching indications until the states of all sockets have
been ascertained. This is because the priority level, and
in certain instances the address and state values, as
signed to any card are relative to the cards in other

two cards with the same identity ID are currently in

determine when data may be exchanged between the
card and the bus 17. One manner in which an AD value,

transfer the value of AD, PR, S, and O, which are cur
rently stored in the associated location of memory 10 to

slots. The address and state values are relative when

to detect a default or alternate I/O address associated

uniquely to the card type and unrelated to the socket
location. Upon such detection, the priority value PR

4

changed, a subsequent program process will simply

stalled, either to provide redundant backup for device
failure or to provide additional device capacity. In the
latter instances, the state value can be used to place a
backup device in an inactive state during normal system
operation or the priority values can be used to allow

both devices to operate fully but at different priority
In the preferred embodiment, system information is
stored in the eight slot positions (only three-30, 31,
32-are shown) of module 10 to accommodate up to
eight feature cards 5-0 to 5-7. Each slot position is four
bytes wide, twenty-eight bytes for seven feature cards.
The card ID resides in the first two bytes and the switch
(parameter) settings in the last two bytes. The corre
sponding ID and parameter data on each card resides in
drivers 20 and register 21, respectively.
FIG. 3 shows schematically certain of the logic on
the board 1 and feature card 5-7 used during setup rou
tines to read out a card ID and store parameters in the
register 21. With respect to FIG. 3, the hexadecimal
I/O address values assigned to certain of the compo

40 levels.

In operation, during its power-up sequence the cen
tral system individually addresses the option sockets, by 45
sending respective "slot address' signals on the bus
which are uniquely detected by decoder 14 and result in
separate activation of setup (or enable card) lines EC0
EC7 extending to respective sockets 2-0 to 2-7 and
through the sockets to attached cards 5-0 to 5-7. Upon 50
activation of one such line, if the respective socket is
vacant the hexadecimal value of FFFF is returned to
the system which terminates further operation relative
to that socket. However, if the socket contains a card,
the activated line in conjunction with additional address 55
signals on the bus 17 condition logic 22 on the respec
tive card to cause drivers 20 to transmit the ID signals
mentioned above which identify the respective card and
device type. The system CPU compares the returned
ID signals with the ID value stored in the location in 60
memory 10 allocated to the respective slot, and sets an
indication denoting whether the compared values are
the same or different. This indication serves effectively
as a branch condition for subsequent program processes
which determine the action to be taken relative to the 65
respective slot.
If the indication just mentioned represents a matching
comparison, and conditions of all other slots have not

nents on each of the feature cards is as follows:

096 - socket select value (one byte)
100, 101 - ID drivers 20 (two bytes)
102, 103 - parameter register 21 (two bytes)
These are "dummy' addresses since they are used by
the processor 8 to access I/O cards and components via

the slots during setup operations. The address 096 se
lects the logic (gates 38, 39) of slot address decoder 14
for storing the card select value into slot register 40 and
also for reading out the value, i.e., during diagnosis.

Address lines A0 and A1 of FIG. 3 form the lower

address values 00, 01, 02, and 03 for selecting the com

ponents 20 and 21, while a logical 1 signal on address
line A2 provides the most significant digit value of 1.

H

5
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signed an alternate I/O address at a different priority
level.
The logic of FIG. 5 is then utilized during a diagnos
tic routine to ascertain whether each card properly
responds to its respective I/O address. The address
5 decode
logic 23 decodes the address on bus 17b if it
corresponds to the alternate address when the appropri
ate alternate address factor AD is stored in parameter
register 21 and the least significant bit is on (the card is
active).
Similarly, a priority decode circuit 55 produces
10 an output
if the priority value on bus 17a is equal to PR

A0, A1, and A2 are coupled to appropriate bit lines of
address bus 17b, FIG. 2.
FIG. 3 shows in more detail certain of the logic of the
slot address decoder 14 and of the control logic 22 of
card 7 which are used in the setup routines of FIGS. 6
and 7. It will be assumed for simplicity of discussion,
that addressing of two bytes at a time, i.e., one cycle, is
available and that two byte data transfers occurs on
busses. Hence, decoding address 101 gates both bytes
for addresses 101 and 100.
Slot register 40 is program controlled to store a three in register 21 and the card active bit is on. If outputs are
bit value (000-111) corresponding to a slot (2-0 to 2-7) to produced
logic 23 and 55, an AND gate 56 produces
be accessed. A decode circuit 41 changes this three bit a feedbackbysignal
on line 57 to set one bit in a register 58
binary value to a one in eight line output but only when on the board 1. The
CPU8 under program control will
it is gated by a signal on input line 42. Each output line, 15
register 58 to determine that one and only one card
such as EC7, is connected via the respective socket to read
properly responded to the I/O alternate address and
the card held in the socket. When a decode circuit 43
reset register 58. Similar circuits on the other identical
decodes an address in the range 0100 - 0103 during a card
will respond to the default I/O address and the
setup routine, it produces an output on line 42 to gate appropriate
priority level to set another bit in register 58
the value in 40 to cause an output (see FIG. 4) on a card 20 for diagnostic
purposes.
setup line such EC7, one of the control lines 17a of bus
17.

While there have been described what are at present

to be a preferred embodiment of this inven
This output on EC7 is applied to AND gates 44 and considered
it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that
45. The address line A2 is coupled to gates 44 and 45. tion,
changes and modifications may be made therein
An I/O read line IOR and an I/O write line IOW (de- 25 various
departing from the invention, and it is, there
coded from control lines 17a) are coupled respectively without
fore,
intended
to cover all such changes and modifica
to gates 44 and 45. An output 46 from gate 44 is coupled tions as fall within
the true spirit and scope of the inven
to a pair of decoder circuits 47 and 48. An output 49 tion.
from gate 45 is coupled to a decode circuit 50. An out
is claimed is:
put 51 from decode 48 is coupled to the ID driver cir- 30 What
1.
In
a
processing system having a system pro
cuit 20 and the output 52 from decode 50 is coupled to cessor anddata
a
plurality
of I/O sockets to which periph
the parameter register 21.
eral
control
cards
of
various
types are attachable, and in
During the post setup routine of FIG. 7, when an ID
means on at least one card permanently stores an
is being fetched from card 7, the processor 8 forces A2 which
value corresponding to the respective card
negative (logical 1) and A1, A0 to logic 01 (address 35 identity
said system comprising:
101). EC7 is negative (FIG. 4). When IOR goes nega type,
nonvolatile memory means storing, in memory loca
tive, the gate 44 produces an output at 46 to produce an
tions thereof assigned to respective I/O sockets,
output at 51 which gates the card ID value in 20 to data
the identity value and parameter data of the at least
bus 17c. Processor 8 compares this ID with the ID in
one card connected to a respective socket when
the respective slot position in memory module 10. If the 40
power was last applied to said system, said parame
IDs compare, processor 8 transfers the parameter val
ter data being representative of peripheral options
ues in the slot position 32 (FIG. 1) to data bus 17c and
for
the attached card; and
forces A2, A1, A0 to logic 111 (address 103). Shortly
means
effective after power has been removed from
thereafter, processor 8 issues an IOW to cause gate 45 to
and reapplied to said system for comparing the
produce an output on 49. This gates an output from 50 45
identity value on said card connected to the respec
to register 21 via line 52 to gate the parameter values on
tive socket with the identity value stored in the
bus 17.c into register 21. The output 53 of decode 47 is
corresponding nonvolatile memory location to
used during diagnostic routines to gate the output of
determine if said card has been added, removed or
parameter register 21 to bus 17c via gate 54.
moved since the previous removal of power from
As discussed above with respect to a setup routine, an 50
said
system; and
ID of hexadecimal value FFFF is returned during an
means responsive to outputs of said comparing means
ID fetch operation when the addressed socket is empty.
indicating successful comparison of the identity
One method of achieving this result is shown in FIG. 3.
value for transferring and storing into said card,
A pre-wired circuit 60 is gated to force bus 17 to all
parameter data stored in the corresponding mem
"l's" during the IOR cycle by a negative going signal 55
ory location, thereby eliminating the need to create
on any one of the enable card lines EC1 to EC7 via OR
the
parameter data.
circuit 61 and the negative going signal on IOR. If a
2. A data processing system having a plurality of I/O
card is in the socket which has been addressed, its ID is sockets
attaching cards of different types, and in
gated to bus 17c at the same time and all logical O's in which theforsystem
subsequent power-up retrieves
the ID override the logical 1's from 60 to correctly 60 parameter data forduring
at
least
one card currently attached
reproduce the ID on bus 17c.
to
the
system
by
way
of
respective socket and in
The logic of FIG. 3 is used in a similar manner during which means is provided ona the
card for permanently
the initialization setup and the POST setup routines of storing an identity value corresponding
to the card
FIGS. 6 and 7.
type,
said
system
comprising;
When two identical cards (same ID) are connected to 65 nonvolatile memory means storing, in memory loca
two of the I/O slots and it is desired to render both
tions thereof assigned to respective I/O sockets,
active, the first card is assigned the standard I/O default
the identity value and parameter data of the card
address at one priority level and the other card is as
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socket an ID signal representing either an empty
condition or the identity of a card currently at
tached to the respective socket;
comparing said ID signal with the associated ID
value of the respective socket which is stored in
said nonvolatile form;
transferring the associated address information stored
in nonvolatile form to a register on the card if the
compared ID signal and stored ID value match,
and if the compared signal and value do not match,
developing new address information;
storing such new information together with the ID
signal in nonvolatile form in place of the address
information and ID value previously stored; and
transferring said new address information to the said
register on said currently attached card.
7. In a computer system having central processing
facilities and a plurality of I/O sockets specifically ad
dressable by said facilities and into which various differ
ent types of device option cards are interchangeably
installable, said cards communicating with said central
facilities and being subject to automatic initialization by
said central facilities, to establish addressing and other
parameters for determining the order of communica
tions between said cards and the central facilities, said
sockets at any time having various conditions in terms
of being vacant or occupied by cards and when occu
pied in terms of the types of cards then installed, the
improvement comprising:
means for applying power to and removing power
from said system;
nonvolatile memory means in said central facilities
for operating under battery power after power has
been removed from said system to store informa
tion relative to each of said sockets reflecting the
effectively enabling the card to send a signal to the 35
conditions of said sockets immediately before said
system processing unit by way of said feedback line
system power is removed; said information includ
indicating selection of the card.
ing card identity information indicating the types
5. The system of claim 2 further comprising
of cards attached to occupied sockets and card
said comparing means including means interrogating
addressing information relative to such attached
each I/O socket to fetch the identity value of the 40
cards, said card addressing information being unre
card attached to the socket and to produce a prede
lated to the specific addresses by which respective
termined identity value to indicate when an inter
said sockets are specifically addressable;
rogated socket is empty;
register means on each of said cards for temporarily
said nonvolatile memory storing the predetermined
storing said card addressing information while said
identity value in each location corresponding to an 45
card
is attached to a said socket and power is ap
empty I/O socket; and
plied to said system;
said comparing means further effective upon power
means operative when power is applied to said sys
up of the system for comparing the predetermined
tem to cause said system central facilities to interro
identity value produced upon interrogating an
gate
said sockets individually by said specific
50
empty socket with the identity value in the nonvol
socket addresses and to receive back from each said
atile memory location corresponding to that socket
interrogated socket information indicating if the
for determining if that socket had contained a card
socket is occupied by a card, and if it is, informa
when the system previously was powered down.
tion identifying the type of card currently attached
6. In a computer system having attachment sockets
to the interrogated socket;
into with peripheral control cards can be interchange 55
means for comparing said identity information re
ably inserted, and in which such cards have perma
ceived back from an occupied interrogated socket
nently stored thereon means for signalling an identity
with card identity information currently stored in
(ID) value indicating the respective card type, a method
said nonvolatile memory means relative to the
for automatically configuring such system comprising:
respective
interrogated socket;
storing information associated with said sockets in
means responsive to said identity information re
nonvolatile randomly accessible form, such infor
ceived back from said interrogated socket for de
mation including an ID value representing the
termining if the respective interrogated socket is
identity of the card attached to the respective
vacant
or occupied by a card;
socket when the system was last powered down
and address information associated with an I/O 65 means responsive to operation of said comparing
means relative to any said interrogated occupied
address uniquely assigned to said attached card;
socket indicating a match between said compared
at each powering up of the system, interrogating said
identity information received back from the socket
sockets in succession and receiving back from each
7

connected to the respective socket before the sys
tem is powered down;
means effective upon power-up of the system for
comparing the identity value stored on the at
tached card with the identity value stored in the 5
nonvolatile memory location corresponding to the
socket to which the card is attached; and
means responsive to outputs of said comparing means
indicating successful comparisons of identity val
ues for writing and storing into each respective 10
card the parameter data stored in its corresponding
nonvolatile memory location.
3. The system of claim 2 further comprising
said comparing means including means interrogating
each I/O socket to fetch and identity value of the 15
card attached to the socket and to produce a unique
null identity value when an interrogated socket is
empty;
said nonvolatile memory storing the null identity
value in each location corresponding to an I/O 20
socket found empty; and
said comparing means further effective upon power
up of the system for comparing the null identity
value produced upon interrogating an empty
socket with the identity value in the nonvolatile 25
memory location corresponding to that socket for
determining if that socket had contained a card
when the system previously was powered down.
4. The system of claim 2 wherein the data processing
system includes a system processing unit, the system 30
further comprising
a feedback line on the card,
means on the card responsive to a card select input
signal and to parameter data stored on the card for
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operation of said condition indicating means indi
and the card identity information stored relative to
cating that the conditions of all sockets have not
said socket, and to operation of said determining
changed for causing the state information in the
means indicating that a card is in the respective
location of said nonvolatile memory means associ
interrogated socket, for causing the card address
ing information stored in said nonvolatile memory 5
ated with said any occupied one socket to be trans
means to be transferred to the register on the referred to the register means on the card attached to
spective interrogated card;
that socket, and;
means responsive to operation of said comparing
means responsive to operations of said comparing and
means indicating a mismatch between compared
occupancy determining means indicating a mis
identity information received back from an interro- 10
match between compared identities associated with
gated occupied socket and the card identity inforany occupied one of said sockets, and/or to opera
mation stored relative to that socket for invoking
tion of said condition indicating means indicating
programmed operations of said system causing said
that the condition of at least one of said sockets has
system to selectively retrieve and temporarily store
changed, for developing new state information for
new card addressing information associated with 15
said any occupied one socket based on the identity
said received back identity information from a
of the card attached to that socket and identities of
source external to said system; and
cards in the other sockets and for causing said new
means responsive to said programmed retrieval operstate information to be transferred in succession to
ations for causing said temporarily stored new card
said nonvolatile memory means in associated with
information to be transferred first to said nonvola- 20

said any occupied one socket and the register on

the card attached to that socket.
tile memory means for storage in association with
10. In a data processing system comprising one or
the respectively interrogated socket and subse more
processing units, one or more memory units, I/O
quently to the register on the respective card.
sockets
for attachment of peripheral option cards, and
8. A system in accordance with claim 7, wherein said
register means on said cards and said nonvolatile mem- 25 an I/O bus interconnecting said units with each other
ory means are to store card priority information retriev- and with said sockets for transferring information be
able initially in association with said invoked pro- tween said units and between cards attached to said
grammed operations of said system, and including:
sockets and said units, each said socket at any time
means responsive to operation of said comparing having a condition of being either vacant or occupied
means relative to all of said sockets for indicating if 30 by any of a plurality of different types of option cards,
of said memory units and sockets having a prede
the condition of any socket has changed since each
termined
address on said bus, the improvement con
power was last removed from the system;
means responsive to operations of said comparing prising:
means for selectively applying power to and renov
means and interrogating means indicating a match
between compared identities associated with any 35
ing power from said system;
occupied one of said sockets, and to operation of
means on each of said cards for permanently storing
said condition indicating means indicating that the
card identity signals indicating the respective card
conditions of all of said sockets are unchanged
type;
since power was last removed, for causing priority
register means on each of said cards for temporarily
information contained in said nonvolatile memory 40
storing information controlling access of the re
means relative to said any occupied one socket to
spective card to said bus when the card is attached
be transferred to the register on the card respecto a said socket and power is applied to said system;
tively attached to said one socket; and
nonvolatile memory means coupled to said bus and
means responsive to operations of said comparing and
having address locations associated with said
interrogating means indicating a mismatch between 45
socket addresses for storing key control informa
compared identities associated with any occupied
tion relative to said sockets while power is re
one of said sockets, and/or to operation of said
moved from said system; said key control informa
condition indicating means indicating that the contion including card identity information relative to
dition of at least one of said sockets has changed
sockets having occupied conditions prior to re
since last removal of power from said system, for 50
moval of said power and bus access control infor
developing new card priority information for said
mation relative to cards attached to said occupied
any occupied one socket based on the identities of
sockets;
cards in all of the occupied sockets, and for causing
means in at least one of said processing units and said
said new priority information to be transferred in
bus, operating when power is applied to said sys
succession to said nonvolatile memory means in 55
ten for addressing said sockets in succession and
association with said any occupied one socket and
causing condition interrogating signals to be ap
to the register on the card attached to that socket.
plied in succession to said sockets;
9. A system in accordance with claim 7 wherein said
means coupled to vacant ones of said sockets and said
register means on said cards and said nonvolatile membus responsive to application of said interrogating
ory means store a state information programmably de- 60
signals to respective sockets for returning predeter
terminable by said system, and including:
mined null signals to said at least one of said pro
means responsive to operation of said comparing
cessing units indicating vacant conditions at re
means relative to all of said sockets for indicating if
spective sockets;
the condition of being vacant of any socket has
means coupled to occupied ones of said sockets and
changed since the system was last powered down; 65
said bus responsive to application of said interro
gating signals to respective sockets for returning
means responsive to operations of said comparing
card identity signals from cards attached to respec
means indicating a match between compared iden
tive sockets;
tities at any occupied one of said sockets and to
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means in said at least one processing means for con
paring the card identity signals returned from said
cards with card identity information stored relative
to the respective sockets in said nonvolatile mem
ory means; and
means responsive at least in part to operations of said
comparing means indicating matches between
compared card identity signals and card identity
information stored in said nonvolatile memory
means for causing said system to transfer bus access

5

10

control information from the location in said non

volatile memory means associated with the respec
tive interrogated socket to the register on the card
attached to that socket.

11. A data processing system in accordance with
claim 10 wherein said system can assign an I/O address
to any card attached to said sockets which is related
functionally to the card type and not related to the
address of the socket to which the card is attached,
wherein said bus access control information includes

card address factor information logically related to said
I/O address, and wherein said cards have control means

15

20

12

storing an identity value corresponding to the card
type, said system comprising:
nonvolatile memory means storing, in memory loca
tions thereof assigned to respective I/O sockets,
the identity value and parameter data of the card
connected to the respective socket before the sys
tem is powered down;
means effective upon power-up of the system for

comparing the identity value stored on the at
tached card with the identity value stored in the
nonvolatile memory location corresponding to the
socket to which the card is attached; and
means responsive to outputs of said comparing means
indicating successful comparisons of identity val
ues for writing and storing into each respective
card the parameter data stored in its corresponding
nonvolatile memory location.
16. In a computer system having at least one attach

ment socket into which peripheral control cards can be
interchangeably inserted, and in which at least one card
has permanently stored thereon means for signalling an
identity (ID) value indicating the respective card type,
apparatus for automatically configuring such system

responsive to card address information in the register of comprising:
the respective card and presence of a logically related 25 means for storing information associated with said
I/O address signal on the bus to enable the respective
socket in nonvolatile form, such information in
card to receive other information from said units via
cluding an ID value representing the identity of the
said bus.
card attached to the respective socket when the
12. A data processing system in accordance with
system was last powered down and address infor
claim 11 including:
30
mation associated with an I/O address uniquely
means responsive to said comparing means indicating
assigned to said attached card;
mismatch between the card identity signal returned
at each powering up of the system, means for interro
by any occupied one of said sockets and the card
gating said socket and receiving back from said
identity information stored relative to that socket
socket an ID signal representing either an empty
in said nonvolatile memory means for invoking 35
condition or the identity of a card currently at
programmed operations of said system for estab
tached to the respective socket;
lishing a new address factor and a new I/O address
means for comparing said ID signal with the associ
for the card currently attached to the respective
ated ID value of the respective socket which is
socket, said system transferring said new address
stored in said nonvolatile form;
factor to the nonvolatile memory means and the 40 means for transferring the associated address infor
register on said card currently attached, said sys
mation stored in nonvolatile form to a storage
means on the card if the compared ID signal and
tem thereafter using said new I/O address to initi
ate communications, via said bus with said card
stored ID value match, and if the compared signal
currently attached.
and value do not match, means for developing new
13. A data processing system in accordance with 45
address information;
means for storing such new information together
claim 12 wherein said key bus access control informa
with the ID signal in nonvolatile form in place of
tion further includes priority level information which
the address information and ID value previously
when transferred to said register on a card establishes a
stored; and
priority level relative to other attached cards for arbi
50
means for transferring said new address information
trating for access to said bus.
to the said storage means on said currently attached
14. A data processing system according to claim 13
card.
wherein the system includes:
17. In a computer system having at least one attach
means responsive to mismatching indications of said
comparing means for determining when two cards ment socket into which peripheral control cards can be
of the same type are attached to two of said sock 55 interchangeably inserted, and in which at least one card
has permanently stored thereon means for signalling an
ets; and
means responsive to said determining that two cards identity (ID) value indicating the respective card type,
of the same type are attached for assigning a prede apparatus for automatically configuring such system
termined default address factor and a first priority comprising:
level to one of said cards and an alternate address 60 means for storing information associated with said
socket in nonvolatile form, such information in
factor and a second priority level to the other of
cluding an ID value representing the identity of the
said cards.
card attached to the respective socket when the
15. A data processing system having a plurality of
system was last powered down and priority infor
I/O sockets for attaching cards of different types, and in
mation representing the priority of said attached
which the system during an initial power-up creates 65
card;
parameter data for at least one card currently attached
at each powering up of the system, means for interro
to the system by way of a respective socket and in

which means is provided on the card for permanently

gating said socket and receiving back from said
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socket an ID signal representing either an empty
condition or the identity of a card currently at
tached to the respective socket;
means for comparing said ID signal with the associ
ated ID value of the respective socket which is
stored in said nonvolatile form;

14
means for storing information associated with said
socket in nonvolatile form, such information in
cluding an ID value representing the identity of the
card attached to the respective socket when the
system was last powered down and parameter data

5

representing peripheral control options of said

attached card;
at each powering up of the system, means for interro
gating said socket and receiving back from said
socket an ID signal representing either an empty
condition or the identity of a card currently at

-

means for transferring the associated priority infor
mation stored in nonvolatile form to a storage

means on the card if the compared ID signal and 10
stored ID value match, and if the compared signal
tached to the respective socket;
and value do not match, means for developing new
means
for comparing said ID signal with the associ
priority information;
ated
ID value of the respective socket which is
means for storing such new information together
stored
said nonvolatile form;
with the ID signal in nonvolatile form in place of 15 means forintransferring
the associated parameter data
the priority information and ID value previously
stored in nonvolatile form to a storage means on
stored; and
the card if the compared ID signal and stored ID
means for transferring said new priority information
value match, and if the compared signal and value
to the said storage means on said currently attached

20

card.

18. In a computer system having at least one attach
ment socket into which peripheral control cards can be
interchangeably inserted, and in which at least one card

has permanently stored thereon means for signalling an 25
identity (ID) value indicating the respective card type,
apparatus for automatically configuring such system
comprising:
30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

do not match, means for developing new parameter
data;
means for storing such new parameter data together
with the ID signal in nonvolatile form in place of
the parameter data and ID value previously stored;
and
means for transferring said new parameter data to the
said storage means
on
said
currently
attached card.
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the proper selection of an I/O card; and
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This is a continuation of co-pending application Ser.

FIGS. 6 and 7 are flowcharts which illustrate briefly
the setup routines used in the present system.

No. 07/021,391 filed on 03/13/87, now abandoned.

DETALED DESCRIPTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Users of smaller computer systems typically do not
have sophisticated programming skills, and user-trans
parent programmable parameter switches have been
suggested to simplify configuration of the systems to the
user's needs. However, the routines that are required to
so configure such systems are complex, error prone, and
time consuming. It is an objective of the present im
provement to substantially reduce the time delay expe
rienced by a user before he can do productive work on
the system upon re-powering or resetting of the system
25 after a power-down, so long as no cards are changed in,

O

5

re,

added to, or removed from the slots.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In the improved system, each card type is provided a
unique ID, which value is hardwired on each card. A
register is also provided on the card to store parameter
data such as an address factor (to programmably change
the I/O address space of the card where required),
priority, status, and other system information providing
for the efficient transfer of data between the system
processor and the card, and between cards.

25

30

35

and accompanying drawings, in which:
FIG. 1 is a fragmentary block diagram of the im

FIG. 3 show certain of the logic utilized by the setup

processor unit (CPU) 8, random access memory (RAM)
main memory modules 9, 10, 11, direct memory access
(DMA) controls 12, timing controls 13, slot address

decoder 14, whose function is described below, other

l3 y backup to power that portion when system power fails
or is turned off. Positions in this nonvolatile portion of
memory are provided (one for each I/O slot) to store
the ID values of the cards inserted in the respective 40
slots together with the respective card parameter data.
When the system is first configured and initialized, a
complex routine is executed to create and/or fetch all of
the parameter data required for the cards attached to
the system, to resolve system resource conflicts and to
store the data into the apprppriate card registers and the
memory slot positions.
However, if after a power-down, no change is made
in the cards attached to the slots or in the slot positions
of the cards, a simplified setup routine determines that 50
no change has been made by comparing each card ID
with the ID value stored in the respective slot position.
Then the routine transfers the parameter data from the
memory slot positions to the respective card registers;
55
and the system is ready for normal operation.
After the system is configured and initialized, a feed
back line is provided to signal the use of the select
mechanism during normal operation. Routines are in
voked to check the response of each card to given select:
resources to detect duplicate use of a select resource.
These and other features of the present improvement
will be apparent from the following detailed description

routines;

on respective cards or attached thereto via external
connectors, not shown. Board 1 also contains elements

One portion of main memory is provided with battery

proved system;
FIG. 2 illustrates the bus structure;

FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the pres
ent improvement in the form of an integrated circuit
desktop type computer system featuring user-transpar
ent establishment of addressing and other variable sys
tem resource parameters for attached peripheral op
tions. Thus the user is not burdened with having to set
dip switches, follow complex setup procedures, etc.
System resource conflicts are reduced or eliminated by
reassigning of parameters. Other parameters include
priority levels and a state bit which allows for coexis
tence of two identical option attachments.
System board 1 contains plural sockets or slots 2-0 to
2-7 into which I/O option cards 5-0 to 5-7 may be inter
changeably plugged. These cards control various types
of peripheral devices (disk drives, printers, etc.) and
add-on memory which are either integrally contained
of the central processing system, including a central

When two or more of the same card type are used in
the system, parameter data may be used to permit use of
the cards at different priority levels or to render redun
dant cards inactive.

2

FIG. 4 shows timings for certain of the logic of FIG.
3;
e
FIG. 5 shows logic utilized by test routines to check

logical elements not relevant to the present discussion
indicated collectively at 15, power supply 16, and bus
17 which links the central processing elements with
each other and with attached peripherals. Darkened
portions of the bus represent plural address lines 17b,
data lines 17c, and control lines 17a (FIG. 2).

A feature hereof is that slots 2-0 to 2-7 can be ad

dressed by "slot address' signals on the address lines of
bus 17 during setup routines, and cards residing in the
slots can be separately addressed by "I/O address'
signals on the address lines during normal program
execution; where the slot addresses and I/O addresses

are distinctly different values associated respectively
with physical locations of the sockets and with the types
of devices currently attached. Many different types of
devices are each potentially attachable to any one of the
few sockets of the system.
One of the memory modules, module 10 in the illus
tration, is nonvolatile, and stores information relative to
each of the slots 2-0 to 2-7 and its associated card when

the system is powered down. This module for example,
may consist of an array of capacitive storage circuits,
i.e., known complimentary metal-oxide silicon (CMOS)
type semiconductor circuits, configured to operate
under system power while the system is powered up
and under battery power 18 in the absence of system
power. Within this module, a separately addressable

space is allocated to each slot, for storing certain infor
nation relative to the slot. As shown, this information
includes an identity value ID, an addressing factor AD,

a priority value PR, a state bit S, and other information

O.

A feature to be described is the use of this information
65

in the nonvolatile memory to speed up initialization
(FIG. 7) of the system when the slot configuration has
not changed since the last power-down, and thereby
reduce the time the user has to wait to begin useful
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applications after operating the system power-on
switch, not shown, or after system or channel reset.
This difference in complexity and number of steps re
quired is illustrated by FIGS. 6 (initialization) and 7
5
(POST).
Details of card 5-7 are indicated as representative of
the relevant logical organizations of all cards to the
extent required for describing the present improvement.
Driver circuits 20 are pre-wired at manufacture, and
under conditions described below transmit a set of iden 10
tity signals ID which uniquely identify that card type
and its respective peripheral device.
Register 21 stores parameter information for control
ling communications between the card and the system,
including the address factor AD, the priority value PR, 5
the state bit S, and other information O described with
respect to module 10. This information is set by the
central system during power-up initialization (FIG. 6).
A feature of the system is that, if slot conditions have
not changed since the last power-down of the system, 20
the information is simply transferred to register 21 from
the nonvolatile memory 10 in a relatively fast operation
(FIG. 7), whereas if slot conditions have changed the
system is required to perform a lengthy program pro
cess (FIG. 6) to retrieve and/or develop some or all of 25
the information and then transfer it to both memory 10
and the card register 21.
Control logic 22 and decode logic 23 control re
sponse of the card 5-7 to I/O addresses appearing on
bus 17. When power is applied to the system, the cards 30
are addressable initially only through their sockets, and
a portion of the address bus. But after the power-up
process, the value AD in register 21 controls decoder 23

to detect a default or alternate I/O address associated

uniquely to the card type and unrelated to the socket
location. Upon such detection, the priority value PR

35

and state bit S in conjunction with control logic 22
determine when data may be exchanged between the

card and the bus 17. One manner in which an AD value,
the decoder 23 and logic 22 detect an I/O address is
shown and described in Interfacing to the IBM Personal

transfer the value of AD, PR, S, and O, which are cur

rently stored in the associated location of memory 10 to
the respective card for storage in its register 21. If the
indication represents a non-matching comparison, and if
the transmitted ID indicates that the respective slot
contains a card, the processor 8 uses the transmitted ID
and information gleaned from the other slots to retrieve
and/or develop new AD, PR, S, and O values for the
respective card using files describing card resource
requirements and alternatives. After all card values are
established, the values for each card are transferred in

sequence first to the respective slot location in memory
10 and subsequently to the respective card register 21.
Mismatching comparisons occur when the state of
the interrogated socket has been altered. The ID value
stored in memory 10 relative to a socket which was

vacant at last power-down is FFFF, and the ID value
stored relative to a previously occupied socket is that of
the card last occupying that slot. Thus, if a card is in
stalled into a previously vacant slot or substituted for a
card having a different ID, a mismatching comparison
will occur causing the system to retrieve and/or de
velop new AD, PR, S, and Ovalues for the responding
card.

-

As noted above, the system cannot deal with mini

matching indications until the states of all sockets have
been ascertained. This is because the priority level, and
in certain instances the address and state values, a
signed to any card are relative to the cards in other

slots. The address and state values are relative when

two cards with the same identity ID are currently in
stalled, either to provide redundant backup for device
failure or to provide additional device capacity. In the
latter instances, the state value can be used to place a
backup device in an inactive state during normal system
operation or the priority values can be used to allow
both devices to operate fully but at different priority
levels.

Computer by L. Eggebrecht published 1983 at pages
30, 13.
In operation, during its power-up sequence the cen
tral system individually addresses the option sockets, by 45
sending respective "slot address' signals on the bus
which are uniquely detected by decoder 14 and result in
separate activation of setup (or enable card) lines ECO
EC7 extending te respective sockets 2-0 to 2-7 and
through the sockets to attached cards 5-0 to 5-7. Upon 50
activation of one such line, if the respective socket is
vacant the hexadecimal value of FFFF is returned to
the system which terminates further operation relative
to that socket. However, if the socket contains a card,

4.

changed, a subsequent program process will simply

In the preferred embodiment, systern information is
stored in the eight slot positions (only three-30, 31,
32-are shown) of module 10 to accommodate up to
eight feature cards 5-0 to 5-7. Each slot position is four
bytes wide, twenty-eight bytes for seven feature cards.
The card ID resides in the first two bytes and the switch

(parameter) settings in the last two bytes. The corre
sponding ID and parameter data on each card resides in
drivers 20 and register 21, respectively.
FIG. 3 shows schematically certain of the logic on
the board 1 and feature card 5-7 used during setup rou
tines to read out a card ID and store parameters in the
register 21. With respect to FIG. 3, the hexadecimal
I/O address values assigned to certain of the compo

the activated line in conjunction with additional address
signals on the bus 17 condition logic 22 on the respec
tive card to cause drivers 20 to transmit the ID signals
mentioned above which identify the respective card and
device type. The system CPU compares the returned
ID signals with the ID value stored in the location in
memory 10 allocated to the respective slot, and sets an
indication denoting whether the compared values are
the same or different. This indication serves effectively

55 nents on each of the feature cards is as follows:

which determine the action to be taken relative to the

65 Address lines AO and A1 of FIG. 3 form the lower

If the indication justmentioned represents a matching

address values 00, 01, 02, and 03 for selecting the com
ponents 20 and 21, while a logical l signal on address
line A2 provides the most significant digit value of 1.

as a branch condition for subsequent program processes
respective slot.

comparison, and conditions of all other slots have not

096 - socket select value (one byte)
100, 101 - ID drivers 20 (two bytes)
102, 103 - parameter register 21 (two bytes)
These are "dummy" addresses since they are used by

the processor 8 to access I/O cards and components via
the slots during setup operations. The address 096 se
lects the logic (gates 38, 39) of slot address decoder 14
for storing the card select value into slot register 40 and
also for reading out the value, i.e., during diagnosis.

5
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an alternate I/O address at a different priority
A0, A1, and A2 are coupled to appropriate bit lines of signed
level.
address bus 17b, FIG. 2.
logic of FIG. 5 is then utilized during a diagnos
FIG.3 shows in more detail certain of the logic of the ticThe
routine
whether each card properly
slot address decoder 14 and of the control logic 22 of responds totoitsascertain
respective
address. The address
card 7 which are used in the setup routines of FIGS. 6 'decode logic 23 decodes theI/Oaddress
on bus 17b if it
and 7. It will be assumed for simplicity of discussion, corresponds to the alternate address when
the appropri
that addressing of two bytes at a time, i.e., one cycle, is .
alternate address factor AD is stored in parameter
available and that two byte data transfers occurs on ate
21 and the least significant bit is on (the card is
busses. Hence, decoding address 101 gates both bytes 10 register
active). Similarly, a priority decode circuit 55 produces
for addresses 101 and 100.
- Slot register 40 is program controlled to store a three an output if the priority value on bus 17a is equal to PR

in register 21 and the card active bit is on. If outputs are
bit value (000-111) corresponding to a slot (2-0 to 2-7) to produced
logic 23 and 55, an AND gate 56 produces
be accessed. A decode circuit 41 changes this three bit a feedbackbysignal
on line 57 to set one bit in a register 58
binary value to a one in eight line output but only when on the board 1. The
CPU8 under program control will
it is gated by a signal on input line 42. Each output line, read register 58 to determine
that one and only one card
such as EC7, is connected via the respective socket to properly responded to the I/O
alternate address and
the card held in the socket. When a decode circuit 43
reset register 58. Similar circuits on the other identical
decodes an address in the range 0100 - 0103 during a card
will respond to the default I/O address and the
setup routine, it produces an output on line 42 to gate 20 appropriate
priority level to set another bit in register 58
the value in 40 to cause an output (see FIG. 4) on a card for diagnostic
purposes.
setup line such EC7, one of the control lines 17a of bus.
While
there
have been described what are at present
17.
considered
to
be
a preferred embodiment of this inven
This output on EC7 is applied to AND gates 44 and
it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that
45. The address line A2 is coupled to gates 44 and 45. 25 tion,
changes and modifications may be made therein
An I/O read line IOR and an I/O write line IOW (de various
departing from the invention, and it is, there
coded from control lines 17a) are coupled respectively without
fore,
intended
to cover all such changes and modifica
to gates 44 and 45. An output 46 from gate 44 is coupled tions as fall within
the true spirit and scope of the inven
to a pair of decoder circuits 47 and 48. An output 49 tion.
:S
from gate 45 is coupled to a decode circuit 50. An out 30 What is claimed is:
A.
put 51 from decode 48 is coupled to the ID driver cir
1.
In
a
data
processing
system
having
a
systemipro
cuit 20 and the output 52 from decode 50 is coupled to cessor and a plurality of I/O sockets to which periph
the parameter register 21.
control cards of various types are attachable, and in
During the post setup routine of FIG. 7, when an ID eral
which means on at least one card permanently stores an
is being fetched from card 7, the processor 8 forces A2 35 identity
corresponding to the respective card
negative (logical 1) and A1, A0 to logic 01 (address type, saidvalue
system comprising:
101). EC7 is negative (FIG. 4). When IOR goes nega
nonvolatile memory means storing, in memory loca
tive, the gate 44 produces an output at 46 to produce an
tions thereof assigned to respective I/O sockets,
output at 51 which gates the card ID value in 20 to data
the identity value and parameter data of the at least
bus 17c, Processor 8 compares this ID with the ID in
one card connected to a respective socket when
the respective slot position in memory module 10. If the
power was last applied to said system, said parame
IDs compare, processor 8 transfers the parameter val
ter data being representative of peripheral options
ues in the slot position 32 (FIG. 1) to data bus 17c and
for
the attached card; and
forces A2, A1, A0 to logic 111 (address 103). Shortly
means
effective after power has been removed from
thereafter, processor 8 issues an IOW to cause gate 45 to 45
and
reapplied to said system for comparing the
produce an output on 49. This gates an output from 50
identity value on said card connected to the respec
to register 21 via line 52 to gate the parameter values on
tive socket with the identity value stored in the
bus 17c into register 21. The output 53 of decode 47 is
corresponding nonvolatile memory location to
used during diagnostic routines to gate the output of
determine
if said card has been added, removed or
parameter register 21 to bus 17c via gate 54.
moved since the previous removal of power from
As discussed above with respect to a setup routine, an 50
said system; and
ID of hexadecimal value FFFF is returned during an
means responsive to outputs of said comparing means
ID fetch operation when the addressed socket is empty.
indicating successful comparison of the identity
One method of achieving this result is shown in FIG. 3.
value for transferring and storing into said card,
A pre-wired circuit 60 is gated to force bus 17 to all 55
parameter
data stored in the corresponding mem
"l's" during the IOR cycle by a negative going signal
ory
location,
thereby eliminating the need to create
on any one of the enable card lines EC1 to EC7 via OR
the
parameter
data.
circuit 61 and the negative going signal on IOR. If a
2. A data processing system having a plurality of I/O
card is in the socket which has been addressed, its ID is sockets
attaching cards of different types, and in
gated to bus 17c at the same time and all logical O's in which theforsystem
subsequent power-up retrieves
the ID override the logical 1's from 60 to correctly parameter data forduring
at
least
one card currently attached
reproduce the ID on bus 17c.
the system by way of a respective socket and in
The logic of FIG. 3 is used in a similar manner during to
which means is provided on the card for permanently
the initialization setup and the POST setup routines of storing
an identity value corresponding to the card
FIGS. 6 and 7.
type,
said
system comprising;
65
When two identical cards (same ID) are connected to
nonvolatile memory means storing, in memory loca
two of the I/O slots and it is desired to render both
tions thereof assigned to respective I/O sockets,
active, the first card is assigned the standard I/O default
the identity value and parameter data of the card
address at one priority level and the other card is as

